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Disclaimer

How do glaciers evacuate sediment?

Erosion stands for bedrock erosion
Ice streams are omitted
Attempt to review the literature and identify knowledge
gaps

Why does it matter?
Quantifying sediment budgets in glacierized catchments is
important for quantifying:
Glacial erosion rates
Geomorphological changes in proglacial areas
Sediment fluxes to reservoirs (ex. dams)
Sediment and nutrient fluxes to downstream ecosystems

What do we know?
Process
involved
Transport of
supraglacial debris
Till deformation by
sliding ice

Efficiently remove hillslopes products1

-

Sediment flux limited by sliding speed
Limited by coupling with ice2
Deformation depth only less than 1m dor Laurentide icesheet2

-

-

-

Requires super-cooled water at the bed3
Very little quatification of the process
Limited by sliding speed
Need upward component to ice flow (i.e. mostly below ELA)

budget4,5,7

Investigation with a numerical model
Hydrology without sediment

Problems:
Poor understanding of sediment transport by subglacial
water flow
Sublacial water flow not active over the whole glacier bed
Where does the sediment production occur?
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Transport by
subglacial water

Proglacial sediment yields can explain sediment
Sediment storage is minimal4,5,6,7,8

Relevance / Caveats

-

Refreezing and
transport in ice

Common assumptions to calculate glacial erosion
rates:
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Cavities

Proglacial sediment yields alone used to measure
contemporary glacial erosion rates4,5,6,7,8
Poor understanding of the processes
Limited to areas with sufficient water flow9,10
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Framework for sediment transport in R-channels
Assumption:
Water flows through an R-channel fed by a moulin upstream. The bed of the R-channel is a
mixed bedrock / alluvial channel and can be fully alluviated.

Numerical model:
Shear stress on the bed
(Pa):
Non-dimensional shear
stress:
Transport capacity per unit
width (m2/s):
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Channel closure by
sediment deposition (m2/s):
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System of equations to solve ( water conservation, evolution of channel cross-section and sediment
conservation):
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Refreezing
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Subglacial water flow

Sediment volume per unit Vs = (Vb + (1 − λ)ηa ) Wch
length (m3/m):
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Activity of transport mechanisms
Till deformation
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This work was largely performed as part of
my PhD at Simon Fraser University under
the main supervision of Gwenn E. Flowers
and co-supervised by Jeremy G. Venditti
and Michele Koppes.

Mixed bedrock / alluvial channel
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Preliminary conclusions
Most of channel bed is sediment free
Bottleneck close to the terminus can:
I)Lead to temporary sediment deposition and esker
formation
II)Control proglacial sediment yields regardless of
upstream conditions
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Does it
Channelized really do
all of the
work?
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